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Editorial

Computational techniques for applied econometric analysis of
macroeconomic and ﬁnancial processes
During recent decades a revolutionary change has taken place in the ﬁeld of econometric analysis of macroeconomic
and ﬁnancial processes caused by major developments in computational methods. Evaluating many different forecasts
and policy scenarios in macroeconomics and computing risk in ﬁnancial processes is becoming standard practice for
government agencies and research divisions of investment banks. Modelling the probability of ﬁnding a job and/or
getting a loan in terms of explanatory variables such as education, income and age is also common. All these topics
require nontrivial computational methods for practical analysis.
The articles in this special issue feature several advances in computational techniques. Four papers refer to developments in simulation methods as described, for example, in the recent textbooks by Koop (2003) and Geweke (2005).
There is also strong progress in the frequentist world, where nowadays simulated maximum likelihood and simulated
methods of moments estimators are frequently used, see, for example, Gouriéroux and Monfort (1996) and Train
(2003). The new developments in simulation methods not only solve many computational problems; they also create
new challenging areas for research. Some of these are taken up in the papers collected here.
The common theme of the ﬁrst three papers is mixture processes. Mixture processes are ﬂexible and tractable
structures; they are often used to explain the observed variation in a discrete response variable like buying a house or
obtaining a loan in terms of a set of explanatory variables. The papers by Frühwirth-Schnatter and Frühwirth (2007) and
by Geweke (2007) show that simple Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling works in ﬁnite mixture models. In the ﬁrst
paper a simulation algorithm is proposed for Bayesian analysis of binary and multinomial logit models that requires
no tuning parameter. Through the introduction of a data augmentation scheme using two sequences of auxiliary latent
variables the authors implement a simple Gibbs sampling scheme. In the second ﬁnite mixture paper Geweke emphasizes
the distinction between the interpretation of the posterior distribution and the use of simulation methods to represent the
posterior. The interpretation becomes difﬁcult when the mixture components have substantive interpretation, whereas
it is straightforward when they do not. Geweke shows that conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo methods provide
an adequate representation of the posterior distribution and that no special treatment is required in spite of the fact
that the posterior is multimodal. Bauwens et al. (2007) make use of mixture processes in the speciﬁcation of a new
multivariate volatility model. The conditional distribution of a vector of ﬁnancial economic time series is speciﬁed
by a mixture of multivariate normal distributions where each component may have a time-varying covariance matrix.
A simple Griddy Gibbs sampling method is used as posterior simulator and the model is tested on daily US stock
returns.
Gelfand et al. (2007) build a spatial model that is analogous to a multilevel model. Their motivation is empirical:
model individual preferences with respect to decisions about where to live. In this context one can imagine individuals
living or, otherwise stated, nested in a neighbourhood and such neighbourhoods nested in cities. In this way spatial
dependence is introduced at several levels in a multilevel model. Data on 68,000 condominium sales across 1374
buildings in Singapore are used for the empirical work. The Markov chain Monte Carlo method constructed by the
authors makes use of a multivariate kernel convolution or moving average in order to evaluate the likelihood function.
The results obtained illustrate the feasibility of the authors approach.
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The next set of three papers use different computational techniques. Clements and Kim (2007) use bootstrap methods
for the evaluation of ﬁnite sample performance of frequentist econometric methods. They focus on forecast interval
evaluation of three estimators for autoregressive time series that are potentially near-unit root processes. The bootstrap
method that uses the Roy–Fuller estimator is preferred overall.
Despite substantial progress in the ﬁeld of nonlinear optimization, there is a need for advanced optimization methods
that can handle investment decisions where the data are erroneous and forecasts are imprecise. Gülpinar and Rustem
(2007) describe the mean value of a portfolio in terms of rival returns scenario trees. The authors present a min–max
approach for the single-period and multi-period mean-variance optimization problem with multiple rival risks and
return scenarios. Their experiments indicate that using rival risk and return forecasts within a robust framework is
desirable.
The ﬁnal paper in this issue is related to simulation in the classic sense. The paper by Heij et al. (2007) compares
two methods for dealing with forecasting with many predictors: principal component regression and principal covariate
regression. Data are simulated from factor models and regression models. Their simulation results indicate that principal
component regressions work better in factor models and principal covariate regressions work better in the other type
of data. That is, simulations assist well in the choice between such regression methods in forecasting.
Recently two special issues of Computational Statistics and Data Analysis labelled as: Computational Econometrics
(2005) and Nonlinear Modelling and Financial Econometrics (2006) also deal with computational procedures for
macroeconomics and ﬁnance. Some references to papers that cover similar problems as the papers in this issue are:
Bulla and Bulla (2006), Gamerman et al. (2003), Gilli and Winker (2003), Jung et al. (2006), Kim and Wang (2006),
Nankervis (2005) and Sanford and Martin (2005).
Finally, the guest editors want to thank all contributors and referees for keeping to a tight time schedule while
maintaining high quality manuscripts and referee reports.
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